
~ How Can We Put Men On The Moon And Not Even Cure The Common Cold? ~ Pt-1

The age-old question.... well... not really.... we didn’t have any “cure” for the cold BEFORE we went 
to the moon, but am not here to begin an essay on that, we are talking about WHY and HOW this 
SEEMINGLY “little” bug can be so impossible to beat!

There is are simple scientific explanations for this.

Many people just think of some unknown monicker bug going by an aka of  “The Cold Virus” or 
some such.  While, broadly, that is quite true, the details are where things can only be revealed 
and placed in a context of what we are all now acutely aware of, and now suddenly are finding all 
kinds of “Medi-Speak” in THEIR vocabularies as well.  Sadly, this result of a simple lack of medical 
TRAINING leaves MANY in the “dark” as to what EXACTLY all this stuff means, so they begin to try 
and piece things together.

Difficult in these days of so many wild stories....

Let’s stick to facts!

There are, in fact, SEVERAL “species” of virii that induce both cold and flu!  Some only flu, others 
only the cold. 

 The Rhinovirus and Coronavirus families are the two largest culprits in the arena of COLD 
infections.

The Influenza and Coronavirus families are the two largest culprits in the arena of FLU infections.

See a familiar name in both?  Likely the “SMARTEST” virii of all of these, Corona, particularly, has 
adapted to it’s host (US) REMARKABLY well, and isn’t “naturally” inclined, so to speak, to wish to 
KILL it’s host!  It’s called SURVIVAL OF THE SPECIES.......

How this is accomplished is remarkable.  This virii has a “spiked-protein” that most have heard of 
and all the hoopla is over about getting vaccinated AGAINST this...  

But... a PROBLEM...

The BODY CREATES SIMILAR proteins!

All animal studies for Corona vaccinations conducted as precursors to human trials have all been 
scrapped due to the incredibly high mortality rate caused by Antibody Dependent Enhancement, 
which is too technical to break down in this first installment.

Food for thought....  this gets much more involved...
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